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Urban II is usually seen as the originator of the crusading movement, who first promoted the 

expedition to the East in a moving sermon at the council of Clermont.2 The pope then issued 

letters in order to ‘publicize his proclamation of war’ in all parts of Europe.3 Since Jerusalem is 

mentioned in some of the letters and chronicles as aim of the expedition, but not in all of them, 

there is a long and still virulent debate about the centrality of this place in the papal crusading 

plans. First, Carl Erdmann challenged the importance of Jerusalem in his book on the origin of 

the idea of crusade.4 Hans Mayer argues for this thesis (with some modifications) again in the 

last edition of his influential book on the history of the crusades.5 Other aspects of Urban’s 

propaganda are discussed by scholars today, however, most of them are convinced that 

Jerusalem was ‘the specific target of the expedition’.6 Analyzing Urban’s earliest letters and the 

most important chronicles once again, this paper aims at a new understanding of the pope’s role 

at the very beginning of the First Crusade. In the first section it will be demonstrated that 

Urban’s letters to Vallombrosa and Bologna were written on the request of petitioners who 

defined Jerusalem as main target of the expedition, rather than the pope himself. Only the letter 

to the Flemings – in which Jerusalem is not explicitly mentioned – was probably issued on the 

pope’s own initiative. In the second section, the eyewitness accounts of the Clermont council 

(Baudri of Dol, Robert the Monk, Fulcher of Chartres) will be discussed.7 I argue that Baudri’s 

interpretation of the papal speech and the way he dealt with Jerusalem was influenced by his 

knowledge of Urban’s letter to the Flemings. Although Robert was also familiar with this text, 

his version of the papal praise of Jerusalem is primarily drawing on two other letters that were 

composed in 1098 and 1106. In Fulcher’s interpretation of the Clermont sermon, Jerusalem is not 

even mentioned, and the focus is on help for the Christians in the East. This concept is strikingly 

similar to Urban’s letter to the Flemings, which was not used by Fulcher as a source. Such 
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analogies between the chronicles and the letters and the pope’s reason for issuing them have 

often been neglected. If we take this into consideration, however, we gain a deeper 

understanding of some key sources of the First Crusade and maybe also the pope’s view of the 

expedition to the East. In addition, one could apply this approach towards the analysis of further 

narrative accounts and letters (for example to the Catalan counts), which cannot be discussed 

here in great detail in the interests of concision.8   

 

The letter to Vallombrosa  

 

In order to explain Urban’s concept of the crusade, scholars chiefly use his letter to the monks, 

clerics, and lay brothers of the congregation of Vallombrosa to support their arguments. The 

letter was issued in Cremona in October 1096, was copied into a now-lost liturgical manuscript 

in the 12th century, and survives in a copy from the 18th century.9 John Cowdrey assumes that 

‘this letter may well be taken as embodying the most balanced statement that survives of Urban’s 

own view of the Crusade.’10 Interpreting the text, Jean Flori even sought to gain insights into the 

pope’s mind.11 If we consider, however, not only some sections, but the whole text of the 

‘litterae’, we learn more about the problems of the congregation of Vallombrosa, than about the 

crusading plans of the pope.12 The text starts with the greeting protocol in the typical form of a 

papal ‘litterae’.13 In the following ‘narratio’ the pope explains to ‘have heard that some of … [the 

members of the congregation of Vallombrosa] want to set out with the knights who are making 

for Jerusalem.’14 Urban concedes that this might be the ‘right kind of sacrifice’ but ‘it is planned 

by the wrong kind of person.’15 He wants ‘knights to go on this expedition’ who can fight the 

Saracens, whereas clerics and monks should not ‘set out in this company without the permission 

of their bishops and abbots.’ According to Alfons Becker, this passage is not a simple prohibition 

of fighting for members of the clergy. Instead, it makes clear that pastors needed the permission 

of their superiors if they wanted to travel to the East.16 In addition, the pope had heard about 

another problem of the congregation of Vallombrosa that he had to deal with. Since ‘the abbot of 

the monastery of St. Reparata is considering leaving the order shared by your congregation in 

common’, Urban forbids him ‘to rule the same monastery any longer without the permission of 

your common abbot, whom you call your major abbot.’17 If the abbot or anyone else does not 

obey to this order, he should be excommunicated. There are no other sources on this conflict, 
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which was probably settled soon afterwards, because an abbot called ‘Albertus’ ruled the 

monastery of Santa Reparata from 1095 to 1101.18 

The abstract in the ‘Italia pontificia’ does not make a link between the first and the 

second part of the letter.19 On the other hand, most historians suppose that Albertus intended to 

go with his monks to the Holy Land.20 In this aspect, the text is admittedly not very clear, which 

might be the reason why many scholars do not discuss the second section of the letter at all.21 

But an interpretation should consider both parts, even though they might not be linked by the 

crusading topic. Both sections aim at supporting the authority of the ‘major abbot’ of the 

Vallombrosa congregation – a title that is mentioned in this document for the first time.22 He 

should decide about the participation of pastors in the crusade, and about the future status of the 

abbot of Santa Reparata respectively. From 1092/93 or 1096, Bernard degli Uberti was the major 

abbot of Vallombrosa.23 He was relatively new in office and he therefore maybe needed some 

support. In addition, a conflict between the pope and the congregation about issues of church 

reform has risen some years before.24 Bernard resolved this dispute and was, in general, very 

loyal to Urban, who raised him to the cardinalate. According to some historians, Bernard 

publicized the letter in Vallombrosa and in other monasteries of the congregation.25 I would even 

argue that he was the petitioner who had asked for the letter. Since the report of a petitioner is 

typically summarized in the ‘narratio’ of a papal letter, we can assume that Bernardo had talked 

to the pope (or to someone else at the papal court) about the problems of the congregation.26 

Therefore, the pope explains in the narratio ‘to have heard’ about the desire of many members of 

the congregation to go to Jerusalem. Urban approved this in general, but it was not the order he 

gave in the letter. In contrast, his intention was to support a loyal abbot who had recently taken 

office. On Bernard’s request, the pope strengthened his position by giving him authority over the 

rebel abbot and in issues of the crusade.  

 

The letter to Bologna 

 

Another letter of Urban, from September 19, 1096, survives in a twelfth-century manuscript. 

Urban dispatched this letter ‘to his dear sons among the clergy and the people of Bologna’ (JL 

5670).27 In the introduction, we find an ‘arenga’ with a little etymological wordplay linking the 

‘people of Bologna’ (populus BONoniensis) with ‘goodness’ (BONitas vestra). Urban used this 
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play on words to refer to the schism that had broken out after the election of anti-pope Clement 

III, who had invested two bishops in Bologna.28 The imperial party had prevailed in the city until 

1093, at which point the reformers became more and more influential.29 Urban praises both those 

people of Bologna who had remained loyal to him throughout, even though ‘they were in the 

midst of schismatics and heretics’, and also those who, after recognizing their errors, changed 

allegiances from the anti-pope to support Urban.30 They should continue on this chosen path, 

because only the ‘the one who endures to the end will be saved’ (Matthew 10:22). In the next 

part of the letter, Urban II recommends the new bishop, Bernard, to his supporters in the city.31 If 

they love God, they should show charity towards his coepiscopus, whom Urban recently 

consecrated. After the recommendation of the bishop, Urban deals with issues of the crusade. He 

explains to ‘have heard that some of … [the people of Bologna] have conceived the desire to go 

to Jerusalem’, which is ‘pleasing’ to him.32 But they should know that ‘only those who go for the 

good of their souls and the liberty of the churches … will be relieved of the penance for all of 

their sins, for which they have made a full and perfect confession.’ As we can see, the pope adds 

further restrictions to the ‘crusading canon’ that was decreed at the council of Clermont and said 

nothing about ‘full and perfect confession.’33 In addition, he makes some reservations concerning 

clerics, monks and laymen: ‘To neither clerics nor monks … do we concede permission to go 

without the permission of their bishops or abbots. Let it be the bishops’ duty to permit their 

parishioners to go only with the advice and provision of the clergy.’34 Finally, the pope blesses 

his supporters in Bologna, and expresses his hope that they might be strengthened in their fear 

and love of God. Freed from sin and error they will be led to the perception of the highest truth 

and true piety.  

In analyzing this letter, scholars have focused so far on the measures concerning the 

crusade which the pope recommended to the bishop.35 They agree that Urban had to be proactive 

and regulate the departure of vast masses to Jerusalem.36 But no other sources support the 

assumption that there was a great enthusiasm for the crusade in the Emilia Romagna.37 

Therefore, I would argue again that the pope did not write this letter on his own initiative. In 

contrast, he was asked by a petitioner who reported the situation in Bologna to the pope or 

another curialist. This is why the pope explains ‘to have heard’ about the desire of many citizens 

to go to Jerusalem. Urban approved this, but the expedition to Jerusalem was not the order he 

gave in the letter. Instead, he ordered the people of Bologna to accept the new bishop – an aspect 

of the text which scholars have often neglected.38 Due to the lack of sources, we do not know 
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much about Bishop Bernard of Bologna.39 It is hard to decide if he was originally a canon of the 

city’s cathedral chapter40 or a member of the papal court.41 However, according to Amadeo 

Benati, the bishop publicized the letter in Bologna when he entered his new diocese.42 In 

addition, there are some reasons to believe that he was the petitioner who had requested the 

letter. As we can see in the introduction, the anti-pope Clement III still had some influence in the 

diocese of Bologna and consequently the new bishop needed papal assistance. One could 

speculate that Urban added restrictions to the crusading canon because Bernard did not want too 

many of his supporters to go on an expedition to the East.43 But the other measures show clearly 

the pope’s intention to strengthen the bishop’s position. First, he could decide about the 

departure of clerics to the Holy Land and, second, he should provide for the spiritual needs of his 

parishioners who went on crusade. In the first section of the letter, Urban had recommended the 

new bishop to the people of Bologna. In sum, the letter was written on Bernard’s request and 

aimed chiefly at his support, rather than promoting an expedition to Jerusalem. This was only 

one of the problems that the petitioner had mentioned in his report to Urban, who did his best to 

restrict the departure of the people.44  

 

The letter to the Flemings 

 

As we can see, the letters to the congregation of Vallombrosa and the people of Bologna have 

much in common. They differ, however, from Urban’s letter that was sent to the Flemings at the 

end of December 1096 (JL 5608).45 This letter only survives in two copies of the seventeenth 

century. It is addressed to all the faithful in Flanders, princes as well as subjects, to whom the 

pope first sends ‘greeting, apostolic grace, and blessing.’46 In the ‘narratio’ of the letter, the pope 

explains that they have ‘long since learned from many accounts that a barbaric fury has 

deplorably afflicted and laid waste the churches of God in the regions of the Orient.’ The Turks 

have ‘grasped in intolerable servitude its churches and the Holy City of Christ, glorified by His 

passion and resurrection.’ Therefore the pope ‘grieving with pious concern … visited the regions 

of Gaul’ and devoted himself ‘largely to urging the princes of the land and their subjects to free 

the churches of the East.’ At the council of Clermont he ‘solemnly enjoined upon them … such 

an undertaking, as a preparation for the remission of all their sins.’ In addition, he had 

constituted ‘Ademar, Bishop of Puy, leader of this expedition and undertaking’ in his stead.47 
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Here ends the ‘narratio’ – next follows the ‘dispositio’ containing the legal content of the papal 

letter. First, Urban ordered ‘that those who, perchance, may wish to undertake this journey 

should comply with his [Ademar’s] commands, as if they were our own.’48 Second, the pope 

announced the date of departure for the expedition to the holy land, namely August 15, 1096.49  

Surprisingly, in his first letter dealing exclusively with the crusade, Urban is not referring 

to the decree he had declared only some months earlier at the council of Clermont.50 While the 

canon defined the crusade as a substitution of penance, the letter guarantees a complete 

‘remission of all sins’.51 In the letter, Jerusalem is only implicitly mentioned and in second place, 

after the churches in the East. Hence, there was good reason for Carl Erdmann to argue that the 

‘liberation of the churches in the east’ had been the aim of the pope and not chiefly the conquest 

of Jerusalem.52 According to Jonathan Riley-Smith this letter shows that ‘Urban made quite 

strenuous efforts to publicize his proclamation of war.’53 Alfons Becker criticized this view, 

arguing that the letter was giving information about the crusade, rather than proclaiming one.54 

Becker’s view is supported by the fact that the ‘proclamation of war’ is only part of the 

introductory ‘narratio’. It is not part of the ‘dispositio’ in which the pope was giving his order. 

The letter was primarily written in support of bishop Adhémar of Le Puy, the papal legate of the 

expedition. We do not know who asked the pope for this letter. Maybe it was Adhémar himself, 

who had great influence on the papal crusading plans in general.55 It is also possible that Count 

Robert of Flanders made a request at the papal court. There was a longer tradition of his family 

travelling to the Holy Land and supporting the Christians there against the Turks.56 But the text 

does not show clear signs of being the response to a request, so it was probably issued on the 

pope’s own initiative. This would be remarkable, because neither the canon of Clermont was 

cited, nor was Jerusalem mentioned explicitly. In contrast, the letters to Vallombrosa and 

Bologna were written on the request of petitioners who mentioned Jerusalem as aim of the 

expedition, not the pope. In sum, all three letters indicate that Jerusalem was originally not focus 

of Urban’s concept of the crusade.  

 

The chronicle of Baudri of Dol 

 

On the other hand, eyewitness accounts of the Clermont council in chronicles often focus on 

Urban’s praise of Jerusalem. A lot of research has been conducted on these reports of the papal 
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call for the crusades, which each chronicler interpreted in his own way.57 Yet scholars have not 

investigated in detail the references in these reports to other sources. Consequently, the next 

section of this paper will discuss this issue and consider above all the references to Urban’s letter 

to the Flemings. As noted above, only two seventeenth-century copies of the letter have 

survived, in a collection of documents concerning the diocese of Arras. This may indicate that 

the letter circulated among the higher clergy of northern France, or that it was at least accessible 

to them. One of its readers might have been Baudri of Dol, who completed his ‘Historia 

Ierosolimitana’ between 1105 and 1107.58 He was a very learned author and especially famous 

for his Ovidian poetry. His ‘Historia’ is not based on crusading experience, but on the ‘Gesta 

Francorum’ and other sources. However, most scholars agree that Baudri was an eyewitness of 

the Clermont sermon, and they praise, for example, the ‘clear, if effusive, style’ of his narration 

which ‘captures something of the vigor and excitement of Urban’s address.’59 In general, 

historians focus on Baudri’s use of the Bible, the theme of religious pollution, and his concept of 

the ‘familia Christi’ in his version of the papal speech.60 Aside from the Bible and church fathers, 

we do not know much about the sources that Baudri used for his interpretation of the papal 

sermon.61  

There are, however, some similarities between Urban’s letter to the Flemings and 

Baudri’s report of Clermont. For example, the letter reads that Urban came to France ‘grieving 

with pious concern’. This is exactly what Baudri describes in his chronicle. Only in Baudri’s 

synodal account, the pope is ‘oppressed by tears and groans, sighs and sobs’ while dealing with 

the atrocities of the pagans. He ‘weep[s] and wail[s] ... in ... [his] inmost heart.’62 So, the motif of 

the grieving pope is probably borrowed from the letter to the Flemings, which has more verbatim 

and structural parallels with the chronicle. In the first paragraph of the letter, Urban explains to 

believe that the addressee (‘your brotherhood’) already knows about the servitude to which the 

Holy City is subjected: ‘Fraternitatem vestram … didicisse credimus  … sanctam civitatem … 

suae … servituti … mancipasse.’ In this context, the (chancery of the) pope uses the rare 

expression ‘servituti(bus) mancipare’ that is repeated in the chronicle. Besides, Baudri has Urban 

say at the beginning that his brothers already know about the events in the East: ‘Audivimus, 

fratres dilectissimi, et audistis, quod … caro christiana … seruitutibus nefariis mancipatur.’63 

Finally, some parts of the letter and the speech are structured in a similar way. In Baudri’s 

chronicle, the pope deals first with Antioch, the city in which ‘the blessed Peter first presided as 

Bishop.’64  In the next section, Jerusalem is described in great detail. It is ‘the very city, in which 
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… Christ Himself suffered for us.’ It is the place where the Lord ‘rested …; there He died for us; 

there He was buried.’ Although the letter is much shorter, it contains the same sequence of 

arguments as the speech in the chronicle. Both texts focus first on other churches in the East and 

describe Jerusalem second as the place of Christ’s passion. This is, admittedly, not very specific, 

and neither these similarities nor the borrowing of motifs or words alone would be convincing. 

But if we take all these points into consideration, it is more than likely that the letter to the 

Flemings inspired Baudri to write a lamenting sermon in which Jerusalem was only mentioned in 

the second place.  

 

The chronicle of Robert the Monk   

 

According to the latest edition, Robert the Monk wrote his chronicle, in which the pope’s praise 

of Jerusalem is of central importance, a little later than Baudri, namely around 1110.65 This text 

was very popular in the Middle Ages and survived in over eighty Latin manuscripts.66 Robert 

reworked the ‘Gesta Francorum’ without referring to other complete accounts of the First 

Crusade. His narration was used by poets, such as Gilo of Paris.67 Even modern scholars prefer 

his report of Clermont because he asserts explicitly that he participated in the council.68 In 

addition, the text is often cited or translated because of his literary quality. In this chronicle, the 

pope is not preaching, but delivers a classical battle speech.69 Robert probably borrowed this 

motif from a saint’s vita which may have come from southern Italy to France together with the 

‘Gesta Francorum’. In this text, Pope Leo IX gives a very similar speech to his soldiers before 

the battle of Civitate in 1053.70 Robert referred to some letters written in 1096, 1098, and 1107 to 

give his interpretation of the Clermont sermon. About one hundred years ago, Heinrich 

Hagenmeyer identified the similarities between Robert’s chronicle and Urban’s letter that was 

sent to the Flemings in 1096.71 Both texts start with a reference to the success of the Turks and 

the devastation of Christian churches, which made Urban come to France. In another section, 

they deal in a similar way with Jerusalem as the place of Christ’s passion and resurrection. In the 

letter and the chronicle, the crusading indulgence guarantees ‘remission of sin’ and not a 

substitution of penance, as the canon does.72 Recently, Robert Somerville has pointed out 

‘Robert’s use of ducatum’, which ‘echoes’ the ‘ducem’ used by Urban ‘to describe Adhemar’ in 
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the letter to the Flemings.73 Thus there is reason to suppose that Robert knew Urban’s letter to 

the Flemings. 

However, it is certain that he used two other letters that often survive in the same 

manuscripts together with Robert’s chronicle. Thirty-six manuscripts of the ‘Historia 

Iherosolimitana’ contain the so called ‘Epistola Alexii’, which seems to be an appeal by the 

Greek emperor Alexius to Count Robert of Flanders to send him military aid against the Turks.74 

But the letter is in fact a forgery that was probably produced to support a new crusading 

campaign in the year 1106.75 In this text, we find the description of atrocities of the Turks who 

‘circumcise Christan boys and youths above Christian baptismal fonts, [and] pour the blood from 

the circumcision into the fonts in mockery of Christ.’76 Citing almost verbatim the ‘Epistola 

Alexii’, in Robert’s account of Clermont, Urban explains that the Turks ‘circumcise Christians, 

and pour the resulting blood either on the altars or into the baptismal vessels.’77 The whole 

section of the sermon follows the structure of the letter, because both texts deal first with the 

killing of other men and secondly with ‘the appalling treatment of women.’78 While the letter 

describes sexual violence in in great detail, in Robert’s chronicle the pope uses the rhetorical 

device of ‘praeteritio’ and passes this topic over in silence. A call to arms and references to 

historical examples then follow in both sources. The next section of Robert’s account of the 

pope’s sermon is based on a letter by the Patriarch of Jerusalem, which was written in 1098 and 

also survives in some manuscripts of Robert’s chronicle.79 From this text, Robert probably 

borrowed the prohibition of women participating in the crusade.80 More important for our paper, 

however, is that both texts label Jerusalem as ‘a land flowing with milk and honey’, referring to 

the book of Exodus (3,8).81 In addition, they not only use the same biblical citations, but also the 

rhetorical device of personification. While in the pope’s sermon ‘Jerusalem’ asks for support, in 

the letter the ‘spiritual mother the Church … cries’ for help.82 It is, consequently, very likely that 

Robert referred to this letter to produce his version of the pope’s praise of Jerusalem.   

 

The chronicle of Fulcher of Chartres   

 

Another complete rendition of Urban’s speech in Clermont was given by Fulcher of Chartres.  

He was a cleric who took part in the First Crusade and was also present at the council itself.83 

The part of his chronicle containing the speech was completed in 1105 – only ten years after the 
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council of Clermont.84 While most allusions in other crusading chronicles have not been 

identified, Heinrich Hagenmeyer’s critical apparatus to Fulcher’s ‘Historia Hierosolymitana’ 

provides broad information on textual references. Hagenmeyer has pointed out that Fulcher used 

the same expression for the indulgence as in the letter to the Flemings.85 Both texts promise 

remission of sins, and not a substitution of penance as the canon does. Since the indulgence is 

promised only to those who died on the way, Fulcher probably did not refer to the text of the 

letter. He wrote his chronicle in Jerusalem and had, consequently, no easy access to sources 

circulating in northern France. The early date of composition and Fulcher’s claim to report first 

hand (while saying nothing about the incompleteness of his synodal account) made this source 

very trustworthy for its editor and some other historians.86 Recently the reliability of the 

chronicle was challenged, because it reports nothing about the pope’s praise of Jerusalem in 

Clermont.87 The main problem, however, might be that Fulcher depicts a scenario of 

‘celebration’, rather than of ‘persuasion’.88 His account focuses first on the inaugural ceremony 

of the Clermont council during which the pope delivered his opening speech.89 In this address, 

Urban declared the official causa of the council and said nothing about the crusade at all. 

Instead, he dealt with the problem of church sovereignty, simony and the Truce of God. Due to 

the fact that only Fulcher reports such a sermon, Jean Flori has argued that it must be an 

invention.90 But there is a long tradition of celebrating the opening of a synod with such a papal 

speech, to which Fulcher is obviously referring.91  

According to Fulcher’s chronicle, Urban’s crusade call was part of the closing ceremony 

of the Clermont council when the legal decisions were declared.92 The pope did not deliver an 

emotional sermon, but explained that the Christian brothers in the East needed the help of the 

western Church. They were attacked by the Turks, a Persian people, who had ‘advanced far into 

Roman territory’ and seized there ‘more and more of the lands of the Christians.’93 The Turks 

killed or captured many of them, destroyed their churches ‘and have devastated the kingdom of 

God.’ The pope refers in his speech to the traditional concept of a just war that legitimizes 

violence in acts of self-defence and the defence of others.94 He uses, moreover, the command of 

Christ and thus defines the crusade as a synthesis of holy and just war.95 Urban promises that 

those who had been fighting against their brothers and relatives ‘can now become ‘soldiers of 

Christ’’ and ‘attain eternal reward.’96 As we can see, in this version of the Clermont sermon, the 

pope does not try to persuade warriors, but rather explains his plans to a group of clerics. Penny 

Cole has attributed this to Fulcher’s ‘reportatio style’ that has the value of preserving the most 
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important points, but is ‘without literary embellishment’ and fails ‘to convey the rhetorical 

eloquence of the speaker.’97 It is hard to believe that after this sermon ‘everyone was 

immediately inspired and promised to go on the expedition.’ Other scholars have pointed out that 

in Fulcher’s version any reference to Jerusalem, and thus the most convincing argument for the 

expedition to the East, is missing.98 They usually explain this peculiarity of his account by 

pointing to Fulcher’s close relation to Baldwin of Boulogne, who did not take part in the 

liberation of Jerusalem.99 But all these points are based on the assumption of modern scholars 

that Urban was proactive in the issue of the crusade and promoted his ideas in Clermont by 

‘packaging his message in terms that people would find appealing.’100 There are, however, many 

reasons to challenge this interpretation. As far as we know, the lay presence at Clermont was not 

great –there were probably few in Urban’s audience who could be persuaded to take up arms and 

go to fight in the East.101 This might be the reason why Fulcher reports a pope who explained his 

plans only to the higher clergy while celebrating the end of the synod. According to his 

chronicle, the promotion of the crusade was done afterwards by the participants of the Clermont 

council and some popular preachers.102 Since they had to convince the laity to go on the crusade, 

there was no need in the logic of Fulcher’s narration to show Urban as a very persuasive 

preacher arguing for the importance of ‘Jerusalem’.  

 

Conclusion 

 

It is, of course, impossible to explain with complete certainty what really happened in the years 

1095/96 when the crusading movement developed. However, I would question the view that 

Urban II was very proactive in the issue of the crusade and that he argued in several letters for an 

expedition to Jerusalem. Scholars have often discussed the papal letters to Vallombrosa and 

Bologna, but they never considered that they were written on the request of petitioners and 

issued with the aim of supporting them. The major abbot of Vallombrosa and the bishop of 

Bologna were both relatively new in office and had problems that they discussed with Urban (or 

someone else at the papal court). One of the problems they reported was the desire of many 

people to go to Jerusalem. Urban approved this in general, but made several restrictions for this 

expedition. Urban’s letter to the Flemings, however, which was publicized and copied in 

northern France, does not appear to have been issued in response to petitioning. When Baudri of 

Dol and Robert the Monk wrote about the beginning of the crusade, they borrowed from this 
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letter. Such an interpretation is supported by the structure of the arguments and the use of the 

same vocabulary. Baudri’s account and the letter have more in common – for example the strong 

expressions of grief that are attributed to Urban. Furthermore, both texts focus first on help for 

other churches in the East, and only secondly on Jerusalem. Robert also cited passages from 

other letters that were written in 1098 and 1106 when he produced his version of Urban’s sermon 

in Clermont. On the other hand, Fulcher’s interpretation of the call for the crusades is very close 

to the concept found in the letter to the Flemings, which was, however, not used as a source in 

his chronicle. In sum, the documents discussed above give some reasons to challenge the 

relevance of ‘Jerusalem’ in the papal propaganda of the years 1095/96. In order to provide a 

more definitive answer on this much debated problem, admittedly one must take more sources 

into consideration. Nevertheless, the approach and findings of this paper will hopefully prove 

fruitful for further research on papal letters and their influence on narrative sources on the 

crusades.  
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